Violence and its variants in nurses: A review article
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Abstract

**Background and Purpose:** Violence is defined as unnecessary hostile behavior in clinical environments, which may lead to psychological abuse by colleagues. This systematic review aimed to evaluate violence and its associated factors among nurses.

**Methods:** In this study, we searched for articles and patented documentations published until December 2014 via databases such as PubMed, Medline, Scopus, Google Scholar, Iranian Journal Database (Magiran), Scientific Information Database (SID), IranMedex and Iranian Biomedical Journal. Using keywords such as violence, horizontal violence, lateral violence, prevalence, predisposing factors and bullying, we found 84 articles out of 19,000 search results.

**Results:** Violence has a variable definition in different cultures. Violent behavior in clinical environments is influenced by factors such as age, gender, work experience, work shifts, working hours and employment status of medical staff. In nurses, violence could lead to adverse outcomes, such as physical and psychological damages.

**Conclusion:** According to the results of this study, male and younger nurses are more frequently exposed to violent behavior compared to female and elder nurses. Therefore, nurses should be informed on the adverse effects of violent behavior. In this regard, authorities and management of medical centers should show zero tolerance for violent behaviors on behalf of nursing staff.
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Introduction

Human dignity is considered as a primary human right, which must be respected and protected (1). Violence is a major concern for professionals at different working environments (2). Concept of violence among medical professionals was first discussed by Susan Joe Roberts who described violent behavior as non-physical, intra-group and inter-group conflicts that underlie clinical situations (3). In this context, violent behavior is defined as direct mental annoyance inflicted by staff members at workplace (4). This intra-group behavior occurs due to a particular tendency, performance or behavior of nurses and causes major conflicts in the clinical environment (1, 5).

**Materials and methods**

This systemic review was conducted via searching in databases such as PubMed, Medline, ScienceDirect and Google Scholar using keywords such as violence, horizontal violence, lateral violence, violence definition, prevalence, predisposing factors, bullying, nursing and nurse. Keywords were selected based on previous...
studies, and Persian equivalents were used for searching in Iranian databases, including Iranian Journal Database (Magiran), Scientific Information Database (SID), Iranian Biomedical Journal and IranMedex. In addition, manual search was performed in order to confirm search results.

Considering the extensive research conducted on the issue of violence and violent behavior of medical staff, patients and their family, this study aimed to evaluate two concepts of horizontal violence and lateral violence among nurses and other medical staff. As such, articles focusing on violent behavior of patients and their family members were excluded from this study.

According to our findings, articles on the subject of violence have only been published in Persian and English. Initially, articles containing the desired keywords were selected without time limit, and eventually, qualitative and quantitative studies published until December 2014 were included in this review. Selected articles were mainly about violent behaviors among nurses and other medical staff, and studies focusing on horizontal violence were reviewed as well.

Case reports, medical conferences and abstracts were excluded from this study. In total, we found 1,084 articles, 643 of which were selected for primary evaluation. After eliminating irrelevant articles, 27 articles remained in the study. All articles were obtained in full text, and repetitive studies were excluded from the review.

Results
In total, we reviewed 27 articles, the majority of which were cross-sectional studies. In addition, one article was a comparative study, and one of the studies was performed in hospitals of Australia. Also, we included one case-control and one cohort study, and all selected articles were published during 2003-2014.

One of the reviewed studies was performed in east Azerbaijan province (Iran) using questionnaires designed by researchers. Another research was conducted in hospitals of Hong Kong, Japan. In the majority of studies about violence, data were collected using researcher-made and electronic questionnaires. In all these articles, more than 75% of nurses were reported to experience episodes of workplace violence.

Violence leads to physical and mental consequences. According to reports, single people are less exposed to abuse, and nurses with lower clinical experience are more frequently affected by violence. In addition, 90% of the reviewed articles indicated that male nurses were more commonly subjected to violent behavior.

According to the results of our review, violent behaviors are highly prevalent among nurses and medical staff; therefore, nursing managers and medical supervisors should be trained in order to eliminate these behaviors and change the attitude of medical staff towards other members of the professional community.

Regarding the high prevalence of violence and abuse among nurses and medical staff, it is recommended that comparative research be conducted as to distinguish between the methods used in different studies to evaluate the level of
violence among nursing staff. According to the literature, nurses are the main cause of violence at workplace in the majority of cases.

**Discussion**

In the present study, we aimed to assess the frequency of abuse and horizontal violence, as well as their causes and consequences, among nurses.

According to several studies performed in different countries, horizontal violence among nurses occurs in case of physical, mental, verbal and non-verbal abuse (6). In general, violent behaviors towards nurses consist of verbal irony, obvious verbal insults, demolition of medical performance, salary cut and vandalism, physical assault and invasion of privacy (7-9).

In one study, Isfahani et al. (2014) evaluated the frequency of violence in hospitals of Azerbaijan province (Iran) in a sample size including male (17%) and female (83%) nursing staff with mean age of 32.8 years (10). In another study, Lee et al. (2006) assessed the level of violent behaviors among medical personnel in hospitals of Hong Kong (Japan) (male-to-female ratio: 34:3) (11). On the same note, Cheraqhi et al. (2012) conducted a survey in teaching hospitals of Hamadan (Iran) with the study population consisting of registered nurses (29.4%), interns and nurses employed on short-term contracts (12).

According to the findings of Vessey et al. (2009), level of violence towards nursing staff at special wards and divisions was higher compared to nurses engaged at other departments (18%) (13). In this regard, results obtained by Teymourzadeh et al. (2014) estimated the prevalence rate of abuse at 60% in major hospitals of Iran, which is correspondent with the results of the present study (14).

In another study, Young et al. (2014) reported that 94% of nurses experienced violent behavior and abuse within the past six months (15), while Kitaneh et al. (2012) stated that in public hospitals of...
Table 1. Summary of reviewed articles on prevalence of abuse and horizontal violence among nurses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Year</th>
<th>Study Objectives</th>
<th>Type of Study/Data Collection</th>
<th>Study Population/Setting</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jafari K, et al. (2010)</td>
<td>To evaluate workplace bullying among nurses in west Azerbaijan province, Iran (2014)</td>
<td>Descriptive study/Researcher-made questionnaires</td>
<td>162 nurses in four hospitals of west Azerbaijan province/ Participants selected by simple random sampling</td>
<td>Only 9% of nurses were frequently exposed to workplace violence/ 22% were occasionally bullied/ 69% were never exposed to bullying within the past year/ Verbal abuse was the most common type of workplace violence (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zampieron A et al. (2010)</td>
<td>To determine prevalence and nature of workplace violence towards nurses and how nurses dealt with aggression/Identify risk factors associated with violence in hospitals</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study/Researcher-made questionnaires/Review of case reports using researcher-made questionnaires</td>
<td>All nursing staff, except for those unable to read Chinese or without patient contact (e.g., administrative positions) completed questionnaires at Queen Mary Teaching Hospital affiliated to Medical University of Hong Kong (Japan)</td>
<td>420 nurses completed questionnaires (response rate: 25%)/320 nurses (76%; 95% confidence interval [CI], 72-80%) reported verbal abuse, (73%), bullying (45%), physical abuse (18%) and sexual harassment (12%) Most nurses (82%) with experience of verbal abuse confided in friends, family members or colleagues/ Some nurses (42%) ignored abuse/ Risk factors for workplace violence were working with male co-workers and employment at emergency department, community nursing service, department of orthopedics and trauma ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherviagi M.A et al. (2011)</td>
<td>To assess viewpoint of nurses at intensive care units (ICUs) about workplace violence</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study/Modified Minnesota Workplace Violence Questionnaire</td>
<td>170 nurses selected from Therapeutic and Educational Centers (Hamadan, Iran; 2009)</td>
<td>Prevalence of violence was 74.1%; Most common types of violence were verbal abuse, threatening, physical battery and sexual assault/ Verbal abuse was most frequent/Limited legal pursuit since nurses believed it to be useless/ Most nurses complained of violence from managers of institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessey JA et al. (2009)</td>
<td>To validate frequency and patterns of bullying experienced among registered nurses (RNs)</td>
<td>Descriptive study/30-item anonymous electronic survey to identify frequency, type, perpetrators and personal and professional consequences of bullying</td>
<td>Quiz sampling/303 RNs selected from across the U.S.</td>
<td>70% of bullying cases reported by a predominant group of RNs (n=212); Bullying occurred most frequently in medical-surgical ward (23%), critical care unit (18%), emergency ward (12%), post anesthesia care unit (9%) and obstetrics department (7%) within a five-year period of employment at these wards (57%); Perpetrators were senior nurses (24%), charge nurses (17%), nurse managers (14%) and physicians (8%) who publicly humiliated, isolated, excluded or excessively criticized RNs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyvarzadeh et al. (2014)</td>
<td>To measure exposure of nurses to workplace violence in a major teaching hospital in Tehran (2010)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study/Standardized questionnaires designed in collaboration with the International Labor Office (ILO), International Health Organization (IHO), International Council of Nurses (ICN) and the Public Services International (PSI)</td>
<td>All nurses employed at the teaching hospital affiliated to Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS) (2011)</td>
<td>301 nurses completed questionnaires (response rate: 73%)/ Over 70% of nurses were concerned about workplace violence/ Participants reported exposure to verbal abuse (64%; CI: 59-70%), group bullying (29%; CI: 24-34%) and physical assault (12%; CI: 9-16%) at least once within the past 12 months/ Family members of patients were responsible for most of violence/ Nurses engaged at emergency department and outpatient clinics were more likely to report abuse/ Nurses were unlikely to report violence to hospital managers, and 40% of nurses were unaware of existing policies on controlling abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun S et al. (2013)</td>
<td>To examine the relationship between perceived work environment and bullying at workplace in Korean nurses employed at ICUs</td>
<td>Descriptive study/Korean Work Environment Scales/Workplace bullying measured using Korean version of Negative Acts Questionnaire-Revised</td>
<td>134 ICU nurses selected from five hospitals in Korea</td>
<td>84.0% of ICU nurses experienced at least one negative act within the past six months/ Prevalence of bullying was 17.2% according to operational bullying criteria/ ICU nurses reported work-related bullying more frequently than other types of abuse/ Significant negative correlations between nursing work environment and workplace bullying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitanah M et al. (2012)</td>
<td>To evaluate incidence, magnitude, consequences and possible risk factors for workplace violence against nurses and physicians in public hospitals of Palestine</td>
<td>Cross-Sectional study/ Self-administered questionnaires</td>
<td>271 nurses and physicians selected from MoH and Al-Quds universities</td>
<td>Majority of respondents (80.4%) reported exposure to violence within the past 12 months/ 20.8% physical and 59.6% non-physical/ No statistical difference in violence exposure between physicians and nurses/ Male nurses and physicians experienced more significant physical abuse compared to female professionals/ Logistic regression analysis indicated low work experience (odds ratio [OR]: 8.03, CI: 3.91-16.47) and low education level (OR: 3, 95% CI: 1.29-6.67) as major risk factors for workplace violence/ Assaulters were mostly patient relatives and visitors, patients themselves and other colleagues/ Consequences of physical and non-physical abuse were significant/ Only half of victims received treatment or compensation/ Lack of reports for violence was a major concern and main causes were lack of appropriate policies, specific procedures and management support, previous experience of futile complaints and fear of consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zampieron A et al. (2010)</td>
<td>To evaluate perceived aggression towards nurses employed at two Italian health care centers/ To verify an association between characteristics of aggressors and type of abuse</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study/Anonymous multiple-choice questionnaires</td>
<td>700 nurses (37% of all personnel in 94 wards) were selected from two health care centers in northeast Italy</td>
<td>49% of nurses experienced abuse within the past 12 months (82% verbal)/ Female nurses at emergency department and geriatric psychiatry unit most commonly affected by violence/ Statistically significant association between perception of fatigue, stress and job dissatisfaction with frequency of abuse (P&lt;0.001)/ 66% of aggressors were frequently men/ 53% of assaulted nurses did not ask for help after abuse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Palestine, 80.4% of nurses experienced workplace violence within the past 12 months (16). Similarly, results of a study performed by Spector (2014) in South Florida (U.S.) indicated that 67.2% of nurses experienced non-physical abuse, while 27.9% complained of oppression at workplace (17).

According to the findings of Zampieron et al. (2010), 86.6% of nurses in Italian hospitals were subjected to abuse at workplace (18). Furthermore, Khalil et al. (2009) performed a study in public hospitals of Cape Town (South Africa) and reported that 51% of nurses experienced violence and abuse at different medical departments (19).

In the survey conducted by Vessey et al. (2009), 70% of nurses employed at hospitals of the United States had complaints of violent behavior and abuse (13). Moreover, they claimed that 78.5% of nurses with clinical experience of less than five years decided to change their job due to high rate of workplace violence, which is consistent with the results of the present study (13).

On the other hand, Cheraqhi et al. (2012) estimated the prevalence of violence at 52% and stated that 61.7% of nurses affected by violence refused to report the cases due to fear of possible consequences (12). By contrast, Vessey et al. (2009) claimed that 12% of nurses reported violence to nursing unions, while 65% adopted other approaches to report abuse (13). Correspondingly, results obtained by Celik et al. (2007) indicated that 70.5% of nurses reported workplace violence to higher authorities (9).

According to a study performed in hospitals of the United States in 2012, female nurses were more frequently subjected to violence compared to male nurses (20). However, Magnavita et al. (2012) observed that prevalence rate of workplace violence was higher among male nurses in hospitals of Italy (21). On the same note, Al-Gwaiz et al.
(2012) reported that 73.7% of male nurses were subjected to violence in hospitals of Saudi Arabia (22). Furthermore, Kitaneh et al. (2012) claimed that although prevalence rate of abuse towards male nurses was higher compared to female nurses, there was no significant difference between male and female nurses regarding small episodes of violence (16).

According to the findings of Zampieron et al. (2010), 21% of violence at workplace came from nurses, 13% was caused by physicians, and 10% came from other medical staff. In total, 66% of violent behaviors were caused by male staff members, and female staff were mainly victims of abuse (18). Moreover, in a study evaluating the experience of nurses during their first years of employment, Mckenna et al. (2002) observed no correlation between gender of nurses and rate of violence (23).

According to the following studies, female nurses are more commonly subjected to different types of violence compared to male nurses: 1) Camerino et al. (2008) (evaluation of the correlation between prevalence rate of violence and organizational, psychological and personal factors and their effects on health in eight European countries); 2) Ferrinho et al. (2003) (assessment of patterns of workplace violence in medical centers of Portugal); 3) Hegney et al. (2006) (evaluation of workplace violence in special wards of public and private hospitals and elderly care centers in Queensland in 2003); 4) James et al. (2000) (investigation of violence and abuse towards nurses in emergency departments of U.K); 5) Miedema et al. (2009) (evaluation of abuse and oppression among family members and co-workers of physicians and patients in hospitals of New Brunswick, and 6) Thomas et al. (2006) (retrospective study to determine common risk factors and problems associated with medical professions) (24-29).

According to the aforementioned studies, although female nurses are frequently targeted by abuse, male nurses tend to become victims of workplace violence due to interference in a wider range of issues (30). In another research conducted on the prevalence of horizontal violence at medical environments, no significant correlation was reported between age of medical staff and rate of violence; however, medical professionals over 40 years of age were found to experience higher levels of abuse.

In one study in Thailand, Dithisawatwet et al. (2014) claimed that violent behaviors were more prevalent towards nurses ageing 20-24 years compared to other age groups (31). Furthermore, findings of Al-Gwaiz et al. (2012) and Celik et al. (2007) suggested that the majority of violent behaviors came from people under 35 years of age (9, 22). In accordance with the aforementioned studies, Mckenna et al. (2012) reported that nurses under 30 years of age were more commonly subjected to workplace violence compared to other age groups (23). In this regard, results obtained by Farrell et al. (2006) in Australia indicated that nursing staff under 40 years of age are the main targets of abuse at work environments (32), while Perish and Anderson (2003) found no significant correlation between age of nurses and prevalence rate of workplace abuse (33).

In the study conducted by Perish and Anderson, no significant correlation was observed between work experience of nurses and rate of abuse (33). On the other hand, Vessey et al. (2009) reported that 24% of violence occurred for nurses with high experience levels. Moreover, their findings indicated that 58% of nurses with less than five years of clinical experience were affected by violence, and 26% of abuse occurred for nurses with 6-15 years of experience, while 16% of workplace violence affected nurses with 16 years of experience (13).

Similar to the present study, Al-Gwaiz et al. (2012) stated that nurses with less than 10 years of clinical experience were the main targets of violent behaviors at workplace (22). Furthermore, findings of Kitaneh et al. (2012) suggested that nurses with more than 10 years of experience were most frequently subjected to violence and abuse at workplace (16). On the other hand, Celik et al. (2007) observed that nurses with 10-14 years of experience were subjected to violent behavior of other colleagues (9). In their
research, Dumont (2012) concluded that anxiety was the most significant contributing factor to workplace violence (20). Moreover, Kitaneh et al. (2012) reported the main consequences of violence to be anxiety (more than 50%), as well as headache and fatigue (18.2%), among nurses (16).

In another study, Lin and Lee Yu (2005) evaluated the effect of workplace violence on nurses in Southern Taiwan concluding that 62% of nurses were commonly subjected to verbal abuse. According to their findings, misunderstandings and personal issues were the most significant causes of abuse from physicians and other nurse colleagues. In addition, they suggested that single nurses experienced the highest level of abuse at work (34). Also, they found a negative correlation between age and work experience with violence among nurses, while workload was positively correlated with the level of abuse (35). In their research, Vessey et al. (2009) claimed that 17% of violence came from nursing shift supervisors, 14% was caused by nursing management, and 8% of abuse came from physicians (13).

In one study, Lindy and Schaefer (2010) investigated the effect of negative behaviors at workplace on the performance of nursing managements and concluded that all nurses employed at the management section experienced violence and abuse during their work shifts (36). On the other hand, results obtained by Hegney et al. (2010) indicated that 21.4% of violence towards nurses was caused by themselves, 10.9% was caused by physicians, 4.5% came from other medical staff, and 2.2% was caused by nursing management (37).

Findings of Celik et al. (2007) reported factors such as the ward of employment, age, years of experience, education status and marital status to have a significant effect on the occurrence of abuse and horizontal violence (9). Finally, Gerasi (2006) estimated the rate of violence at 39.49% in evening shifts, 14.65% in night shifts and 45.86% in morning shifts in a neurological ward (38).

**Conclusion**

According to the results of this review, prevalence rate of violence is relatively high among nurses engaged at different clinical departments. Workplace violence leads to decreased job security, job satisfaction, quality of patient care and patient safety.

Findings of this review indicated that male nurses are more frequently victims of abuse compared to female nurses, which could be due to the high tolerance of male nurses towards violent behaviors, as well as their behavior management. Furthermore, high level of abuse towards young nurses could be due to the fact that they seem inexperienced to other colleagues or patients.

Ineffective report systems and lack of appropriate punishment policies could lead to increased rate of workplace violence. Special training of medical staff through workshops of anger management could be effectual. Therefore, managers and policy makers in medical and health care services are expected to take proper measures in this regard.

One of the limitations of this study was that we were unable to access database contents completely, and as a result, some of the related articles that were not indexed in these databases could not be reviewed. In addition, we only searched for articles published in Persian and English. Nevertheless, findings of the current review could be beneficial for further investigation of workplace violence and abuse.

In conclusion, since rate of violence was comparatively higher in ICUs in different countries, it is recommended that future studies be conducted as to administrate effective strategies to eradicate the issue of workplace violence towards nurses.
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